
PREFACE /)6 r

Shilha, which is spoken in southwest Morocco, is one of

the most widely distributed of the Berber languages. The
dialect descrilted in this work is found in the area extending

frpm Agadir t<i Ifni and as far east as Ikroudant. Shilha is

still the predojninant language in rural areas, though Arabic

has replaced it in the towns. The presence of Arabic has

influenced the dialect, as can be seen from the large number
of Arabic loan*wordi7*^Cl5& also from the fact that there are

two methods oi counting, one using native Shilha words and

the other using Arabic words. The Shill^a numierals are used

generally by women and occasionally by naen in the rural

areas, while Arabic numerals are used almost exclusively

by men in business transactions. Traces of Spanish and

French influence can also be found; the nancies of the months,

for example, are obviously borrowed from Spanish.

The purpose of this work is to provide a general descrip-

tion of the structure of the language by examining the pho-

nology, i.e., the sound-types and their relative distribution;

the morphology, i.e., the major forna- classes; and the synr

tax, i.e., the relative distribution of the form -classes. The

description is intended to serve as a general outline of the

structure rather than as a minutely detailed gramnaar.

Sample texts and a vocabulary are included. Recordings of

the texts are permanently deposited with the Linguistics

Department of the University of Pennsylvania.

The author's principal informant was Mr. Madani ben

Enabarek, a native of Ifni, and the analysis presented herein

is based chiefly on his speech. Additional material was
furnished by Mr, Embarek's brother, Mr. Houssein ben

Ennbarek al Bouchenne. Supplenaentary evidence to support

some of the conclusions reached in the analysis was found

in conversations with Mr. Embarek and his brother, as well

as with certain of their friends. The author gratefully

acknowledges his indebtedness to these gentlemen, without

whose cooperation the study would have been impossible.

The author was aided in carrying out the basic research

by a number of grants provided by the American Council of

Learned Societies through its Prograun in Oriental Languages;
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i under the auspices of this organizatioiii also, that the

work is being published. Grateful acknowledgment is made
for this assistance. The author also wishes to express his

gratitude to Professor Zellig S. Harris, of the University of

Pennsylvania, who supervised the research; to Dr. Henry

Hoenigswald and Dr. Leigh Lisker, who gave nnany helpfiil

suggestions; and to Dr. Carleton Coon, who provided sonie

of the books nnentioned in the bibliography.

J. R.A.
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